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There are presents, there are friends, there are big surprises that are oh-so-positive. There are bells, whistles
and fireworks! Have a blast right now. After all, a superficial understanding of the situation is going to be
anything but enlightening. After all, what you want is real gold. Your friends are a fantastic resource, and
never more so than on the 22nd and 23rd of October Save on the 31st. The October monthly forecasts for the
Leo predict that you should not lose that ticket, and be sure to collect before you head home. Make sure all
your decisions are super well informed on the 6th, 7th and 8th. But if you find you just have to go with your
gut, then heck, go with it. You have lots and lots of energy on the 9th and 10th of October , and would be well
advised to direct it romance-wards. Talk everything over with your friends on the 22nd and 23rd. They really
have great insights and it will make you feel way, way better about just about everything! Turn to someone
you trust, and see if they want to meet up for a nice little dinner for two on the 27th or 28th. Leo, it will end up
being fabulous! Count those pennies on the 31st. A big promotion could wind up in your inbox, too. A former
colleague who you always liked could call you up and ask if you are single. If you are, go out to dinner with
them! Yep, as the month gets going, things are going great for you, in business and in just about everything
else, too. Enjoy the heck out of this! You feel good and your excellent business decisions reflect that on the
4th and 5th. This kind of confidence will really take you far! Sure, if you think a major overhaul is in order, go
for it. But plan to give yourself plenty of time! Leo, your good reputation is crucial, so protect it on the 19th,
20th and 21st. Lots of good news rocks your world on the 27th and 28th of October Be thrifty on the 31st.
You are really impressive, and everybody notices. Have you thought about switching to organic food? Why
not try it on the 10th? After all, what better way is there to spend your money? Take a little time off, and get
some rest on the 15th. On the 20th of October , devote a little bit of energy to re-evaluation. How well are
things going at work? Is your workout still working for you? Leo, action will help keep you motivated for
more. Overall, the Leo October horoscope says See the October horoscope for another zodiac sign.
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Mane colour varies and darkens with age; research shows its colour and size are influenced by environmental
factors such as average ambient temperature. Mane length apparently signals fighting success in maleâ€”male
relationships; darker-maned individuals may have longer reproductive lives and higher offspring survival,
although they suffer in the hottest months of the year. The presence, absence, colour and size of the mane are
associated with genetic precondition, sexual maturity, climate and testosterone production; the rule of thumb is
that a darker, fuller mane indicates a healthier animal. In Serengeti National Park , female lions favour males
with dense, dark manes as mates. The hormone testosterone has been linked to mane growth; castrated lions
often have little to no mane because the removal of the gonads inhibits testosterone production. In the Chauvet
Cave is a sketchy drawing of two maneless lions that appearing to be walking side-by-side. One lion is mostly
obscured by the other; the obscuring lion is larger than the obscured one and is depicted with a scrotum. White
lion White lions owe their colouring to a recessive allele The white lion is a rare morph with a genetic
condition called leucism that is caused by a double recessive allele. It is not albino; it has normal pigmentation
in the eyes and skin. They were removed from the wild in the s, thus decreasing the white lion gene pool.
Nevertheless, 17 births have been recorded in five prides between and Intermittent bursts of activity continue
until dawn, when hunting most often takes place. Such a group is called a " pride ". Groups of male lions are
called "coalitions". Large prides, consisting of up to 30 individuals, have been observed. A lion may switch
lifestyles; nomads can become residents and vice versa. Females lions stay closer to their natal pride.
Therefore, female lions in an area are more closely related to each other than male lions in the same area. The
reasons for the development of sociality in lionesses â€” the most pronounced in any cat species â€” are the
subject of much debate. Increased hunting success appears to be an obvious reason, but this is uncertain upon
examination; coordinated hunting allows for more successful predation but also ensures non-hunting members
reduce per capita calorific intake. Some females, however, take a role raising cubs that may be left alone for
extended periods. Members of the pride tend to regularly play the same role in hunts and hone their skills. The
health of the hunters is the primary need for the survival of the pride; hunters are the first to consume the prey
at the site it is taken. Asiatic lion prides differ from African prides in group composition. Male Asiatic lions
are solitary or associate with up to three males, forming a loose pride. Pairs of males rest and feed together,
and display marking behaviour at the same sites. Females associate with up to 12 other females, forming a
stronger pride together with their cubs. They share large carcasses with each other but seldom share food with
males. Female and male lions associate only when mating. Males in coalitions of three or four individuals
exhibit a pronounced hierarchy, in which one male dominates the others. Dominant males mate more
frequently than their coalition partners; during a study carried out between December and December , three
females were observed switching mating partners in favour of the dominant male. Lions kill other predators
such as leopard , cheetah and spotted hyena but seldom consume them. The prey-to-predator weight ratio of
10â€” Cooperatively hunting lions are usually successful. Males attached to prides do not usually participate
in group hunting. They take advantage of factors that reduce visibility; many kills take place near some form
of cover or at night. To protect their cattle from such attacks with that knowledge in mind, farmers have found
it effective to paint eyes on the hindquarters of each cow, which is usually enough to make hunting lions think
they have been seen and select easier prey. They also kill prey by enclosing its mouth and nostrils in their
jaws, which also results in asphyxia. Cubs suffer most when food is scarce but otherwise all pride members eat
their fill, including old and crippled lions, which can live on leftovers. On hot days, the pride retreats to shade
with one or two males standing guard. Scavenging lions keep a constant lookout for circling vultures, which
indicate the death or distress of an animal. Lions seize the kills of spotted hyenas; in the Ngorongoro crater it
is common for lions to subsist largely on kills stolen from hyenas, causing the hyenas to increase their kill
rate. The two species attack one another even when there is no food involved for no apparent reason.
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Throughout history, the lion has symbolized sovereignty, rulership, and courage. They generally have a regal
quality to them, and possess a noble manner that is hard to miss. The glyph for Leo represents the mane of the
lion. Leo Select individual icons in the image grid for more information about Leo and Leo associations. The
Sun represents our conscious mind in Astrology. It represents our will to live and our creative life force. The
Sun is our ego. It is also our "adult"-- the part of us that censors our "inner child", that reasons things out and
makes final decisions. There are three Fire signs: Aries, Leo, and Sagittarius. With Fire, we have pride,
passion, courage, creativity, and impulse -- all traits associated with Leo. The lion symbolizes sovereignty,
rulership, and courage. Leos, like lions, are strong leaders. They have a regal manner that is unmistakable.
Taurus, Leo, Scorpio, and Aquarius. They tend to resist change and possess excellent follow-through. As a
Fixed Fire sign, Leo is passionately loyal. The Sun glyph shows the circle of Spirit, indicating potentiality,
brought to focus in the central point or dot. These are dignifiedâ€”even nobleâ€”folk. Leos have a reputation
for being conceited, but think again. Leos do feel important, but this generally takes the form of wanting to
change the world in some wayâ€”to make the world a better place. They are generally motivated by affection
for people, and often have big dreams and plans to make people happy. Generally, Leos are hard-working.
After all, they are attracted to the good things in life, and they know they have to work to get them. It is
sometimes difficult to imagine Leos as go-getters if you happen to catch them in one of their languid moods.
These people can sleep in, laze around, and luxuriate for long periods of time. However, when they do get to
work, they do it with intensity and determination. In this way, they are not unlike their symbol, the lion. The
worst thing you can do to a Leo is accuse them of bad intentions. Loyal, and sometimes rather traditional,
Leos are, after all, a fixed sign. Often, Leos have a very noble inner code that they answer to. Although on the
surface, Leos appear rather confident, they can actually be some of the most humble souls around. They are
the first to blame themselves when something goes wrong. Instead of being the conceited, self-absorbed
show-offs of reputation, they are usually very self-aware, self-conscious, and, yes, even humble. Some
Famous People with Sun in Leo: When they feel comfortable, they do like being the center of attention. They
enjoy entertaining others, and often take on the role of comic. Lunar Leos often feel a need to organize, and
even control, their families and friends. They have an inner mission to set things right, and generally like to
oversee the goings-on in their little circle. This is a rather creative position of the Moon. At the very least,
Moon in Leo people want to create and entertain. They can be rather lazy at times, and a little bossy too.
Generally, though, they have a deep need to treat others fairly and justly. Lunar Leos require lots and lots of
love and care in order to function well in the world. When they feel slighted, these people can be dramatic in
their emotional displays. When their pride has been hurt, they are given to big scenes and sulking. This rarely
happens in public, however. Lunar Leos are far too concerned about their image to make splashy scenes
outside the comfort of their own homes. In public, they prefer to take things in dignified ways. Lunar Leos are
often personally popular folk who are valued for their integrity and strong sense of justice. Generally, it is easy
to reason with a Lunar Lion. Appealing to their well-developed sense of fairness usually works well. Some
Famous people with Moon in Leo: Some of them come across as know-it-alls, but the more mature ones speak
with style. They want others to know about their presence of mind and their know-how. They are generally
skilled at the art of persuasion. While others may try to win people over with logic, guilt, or wit, Mercury in
Leo does it with warmth and good will. They are excellent at promoting ideas and getting their message
across. These people can be very attached to their opinions, taking pride in their beliefs, which are often rather
idealistic. They are capable people on an intellectual level, and have an especial desire for self-expression.
Creativity is especially important to Mercury in Leo people. They present themselves with a certain amount of
flair, and even drama. Often passionate and enthusiastic speakers, Mercury in Leo people get their message
across with zeal. Some people with this position have developed a perhaps more sophisticated manner in
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which they present their ideas and thoughts, and these natives possess admirable style and warmth. Depending
on the confidence level of the whole individual with this placement of Mercury, a stubbornness in the face of
criticism or over-sensitivity to anything less than praise is present. Whatever the reaction, Mercury in Leo
natives can be mentally arrogant. Mercury, by nature, is detached and reasonable. In Leo, however, the ego
comes into play very strongly when it comes to intellectual analysis. With intellect and ego so closely tied, the
ability to separate fact from fiction can be impaired. In some, boasting may be a problem. Probably the best
way to handle this position is to find self-expression in some creative field. Mercury in Leo natives can be
magnificent story-tellers, for example, mainly because they have such a wonderful sense of drama. They speak
and write with heart. Some Famous People with Mercury in Leo: This position of Venus can turn humble
Virgo Suns or retiring Cancer Suns into somewhat demanding lovers. Venus in Leo loves to court and be
courted, and they need to feel very special. They are warm, generous, and even grand. Be prepared for their
displays: Venus in Leo wants to appear experienced in love, even if they have little or no experience
whatsoever! They are also threatened by indifferent or impersonal behavior on your part. Although their needs
for physical expression through sex are generally quite strong, their need for love is perhaps even stronger. It
is hard for Venus in Leo people to separate love and sex, and even their most erotic fantasies are infused with
love and affection. For this reason, few Venus in Leo folk would last long in a relationship that is mostly
sexual. On the flip side, they may last longer in a love-only relationship in the absence of satisfying sex, but
they are unlikely to feel very satisfied. Pleasing Venus in Leo involves paying loads of attention to them.
Respect and appreciate them, always. Put up with their childlike moments and their tall tales. They want to be
seen as attractive by you, so avoid at all costs! They actually lose interest when they perceive the slightest loss
of interest in their partner, and you can expect that any letdown will be acted out in a dramatic fashion.
Remind them, in a gentle way, that your emotions count too. If you are feeling a little jealous, let them know.
Remember, to Venus in Leo, your small jealousies are affirmations that you find them attractive and expect
the rest of the world to as well. Let them decide where to go on a date, and let them pay too. When Venus in
Leo feels loved and appreciated, they reward you with loyalty, a big sense of fun, and plenty of physical
expressions of their love. Some Famous People with Venus in Leo: This is a particularly vital position of
Mars. Passions run high, and so does desire. There is a strong will that gives these natives much staying
power. Though Mars in Leo people will enjoy the pleasures of risk-taking, they generally have a strong sense
of reason at the end of the day.
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Updated August 8, 0 Leos are a walking paradox but in a good way. They are a sun sign who emit luminous
rays of light but can also be so calm, cool and collected. Filled with passion and generosity, you will find
yourself in one of the most intense relationships should you find yourself lucky enough to love a Leo. You
should love a Leo if you want a lifelong love. Leos are ferociously faithful. Once a Leo finds a partner that can
handle their sometimes over-the-top personality, they stop looking for other options. They know they have
met their match and they will do anything to keep them. You can expect that no matter what happens, your
Leo will always be by your side. You should love a Leo if you want to know exactly where you stand in your
relationship. Leos can be painfully straightforward. There is no hiding of emotions with a Leo because they
want their lives to be as uncomplicated and transparent as possible. So for this reason, they will always tell
you exactly what they are thinking. Good or bad, you will know what a Leo thinks of you. You can put the
mind games in the past if you love a Leo. You should love a Leo if you want to step out of your comfort zone.
Leos are fearless thrill-seekers always looking for the next adrenaline rush. It could be something as crazy as
jumping out of an airplane or as simple as tasting a new food, but a Leo will try anything once. With their
daring drive, they know how exhilarating the rush of a new experience is and will want a partner who is open
to exploring the world around them. And the best part is when you share these moments with a Leo, it fires a
deeper, unparalleled connection between you both. You should love a Leo if you want a love that only
continues to get better. The best and arguably worst thing about Leos is their ability to read people. They will
know you better than you know yourself. They will know all your flaws but love you all the more for them. As
self-proclaimed problem solvers and fixers, Leos will work through these things to make your perfect love
even more perfect. You should love a Leo if you want a strong partner. Another nod to their feline character,
Leos are fiercely independent. Their optimism and determination will power them through any mishaps and
you can count on a Leo to pick themselves up after they fall. This can be intimidating but allows you to step
back and admire their accomplishments without feeling overwhelmed or burdened by their needs. You should
love a Leo if you want to fall in love with your best friend. Leos are social creatures. They would do anything
to make the people they love the smile and would go through hell and back if it meant making someone else
happy. Your Leo will be the light in your life that you never knew you needed. More From Thought Catalog.
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After his parents died during his childhood, [14] Tolstoy and his siblings were brought up by relatives. His
time there was not a success however, with teachers describing him as "both unable and unwilling to learn.
Tolstoy served as a young artillery officer during the Crimean War and was in Sevastopol during the
month-long siege of Sevastopol in â€”55, [15] including the Battle of the Chernaya. During the war he was
recognised for his bravery and courage and promoted to lieutenant. During his visit, Tolstoy witnessed a
public execution in Paris, a traumatic experience that would mark the rest of his life. Writing in a letter to his
friend Vasily Botkin: Henceforth, I shall never serve any government anywhere. However, as a direct
forerunner to A. Personal life The death of his brother Nikolay in had an impact on Tolstoy, and led him to a
desire to marry. She was called Sonya, the Russian diminutive of Sofia, by her family and friends. Sonya was
copying and handwriting his epic works time after time. Tolstoy would continue editing War and Peace and
had to have clean final drafts to be delivered to the publisher. Wilson as one of the unhappiest in literary
history. This saw him seeking to reject his inherited and earned wealth, including the renunciation of the
copyrights on his earlier works. Among them are Swedish jazz singer Viktoria Tolstoy and the Swedish
landowner Christopher Paus, whose family owns the major estate Herresta outside Stockholm. They retain
their relevance as accounts of the universal story of growing up. Tolstoy served as a second lieutenant in an
artillery regiment during the Crimean War , recounted in his Sevastopol Sketches. His experiences in battle
helped stir his subsequent pacifism and gave him material for realistic depiction of the horrors of war in his
later work. Anna Karenina tells parallel stories of an adulterous woman trapped by the conventions and
falsities of society and of a philosophical landowner much like Tolstoy , who works alongside the peasants in
the fields and seeks to reform their lives. Tolstoy not only drew from his own life experiences but also created
characters in his own image, such as Pierre Bezukhov and Prince Andrei in War and Peace, Levin in Anna
Karenina and to some extent, Prince Nekhlyudov in Resurrection. Its vast canvas includes characters, many
historical with others fictional. The story moves from family life to the headquarters of Napoleon , from the
court of Alexander I of Russia to the battlefields of Austerlitz and Borodino. Somewhat surprisingly, Tolstoy
did not consider War and Peace to be a novel nor did he consider many of the great Russian fictions written at
that time to be novels. This view becomes less surprising if one considers that Tolstoy was a novelist of the
realist school who considered the novel to be a framework for the examination of social and political issues in
nineteenth-century life. Tolstoy thought that Anna Karenina was his first true novel. Tolstoy also explores and
explains the economic philosophy of Georgism , of which he had become a very strong advocate towards the
end of his life. Tolstoy also tried himself in poetry with several soldier songs written during his military
service and fairy tales in verse such as Volga-bogatyr and Oaf stylized as national folk songs. They were
written between and for his Russian Book for Reading, a collection of short stories in four volumes total of
stories in various genres published along with the New Azbuka textbook and addressed to schoolchildren.
Nevertheless, he was skeptical about poetry as a genre. As he famously said, "Writing poetry is like ploughing
and dancing at the same time". According to Valentin Bulgakov , he criticised poets, including Alexander
Pushkin , for their "false" epithets used "simply to make it rhyme". Fyodor Dostoyevsky thought him the
greatest of all living novelists. Gustave Flaubert , on reading a translation of War and Peace, exclaimed, "What
an artist and what a psychologist! What he does serves to justify all the hopes and aspirations invested in
literature. Arthur Conan Doyle wrote "I am attracted by his earnestness and by his power of detail, but I am
repelled by his looseness of construction and by his unreasonable and impracticable mysticism. Religious and
political beliefs.
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Chapter 7 : Donna Pape (Author of Count on Leo Lion)
Descriptions of each edition are found in brief where available. Click details & prices to get more information on a book
or to find the best prices for the title.

Chapter 8 : About Leo the Lion: Astrology/Zodiac
Leo is a highly recognizable constellation, as it is one of the few constellations that resemble its namesake. It is fairly
easy to find because the "pointer stars" of the Big Dipper point to Leo.
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Donna Pape is the author of Mrs. Twitter the Animal Sitter ( avg rating, 1 rating, 0 reviews, published ), A Bone for
Breakfast ( avg rating.
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